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METHOD
Trend and Countertrend
STYLE
Day Trading
DESCRIPTION
Methodology - ECLIPSE is a hedge-fund style day trading system for
accredited professional traders. It is traded everyday by the designer. It
was developed to catch the intraday trends in the S&P 500 Equity Index
Futures market. ECLIPSE can be deployed as an automatic plug-andplay trading system, or used for decision support by discretionary
traders. The start of trading and the time of the last entry can be
controlled, as can the time to exit the market at any time prior to the
close of the market. The profit target and stop loss is automatically
calculated. No restrictions have been placed on the number of contracts
that can be traded.
Entry Logic – As soon as the Regular Trading Hours begin at 8:30 am
Exchange Time in Chicago, ECLIPSE will begin to scan the futures
prices in search for an entry pattern. When an opportunity arises,
ECLIPSE will print an up arrow to signal a BUY or a down arrow to
signal a SELL. The system will enter at a limit price and will stay with
that position until the system’s automatically calculated profit target
using a limit price is achieved, or there is a change in the signal, or the
system’s automatically calculated stop has been triggered at market
price, or the end of NYSE trading day has been reached at 3:00 pm CT.
ECLIPSE will then automatically exit any open positions at the market
price. There are no overnight trades. Since trading technology is not failsafe, all automation must be used with caution and constant supervision.
It is important to ensure that no position has been left open and carried
into the overnight market inadvertently.

Data - The system requires a minimum of 50 days of @ES.D data.
Signals – The system will generate more signals if you use smaller bars.
The recommended bar size is 15 minutes.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
TradeStation 9.1
Version 9.1 (Update 25)
INPUT NOTES
There are four user-defined inputs.
1) NumberOfContracts. The default value is 1.
2) StartTime. The default is 0830 (i.e. 8:30 am CME Exchange Time).
The system will initiate new trades after the StartTime is reached.
3) EndTime. The default is 1430 (i.e. 2:30 pm CME Exchange Time).
When the EndTime is reached, the system will stop initiating new trades.
4) When the FinalExit time is reached, the system will close all open
positions and exit the market.
5) TradesPerDay. This input helps to control the number of trades
executed before shutting down for the rest of the day.
6) Daily Profit. This is a money management feature. The default is
$1,250 per contract before trading commission. Once this amount is
reached, no new trades will be initiated, but while you are in the current
trade, the profit could exceed the specified value by an amount equal to
the profit target minus commission. This feature is provided for

advanced traders and must be used with great care. Novice traders
should not change the default values.
7) Daily Loss. This is a money management feature. The default is
$1,250 per contract before trading commission. Once this amount is
reached, no new trades will be initiated, but while you are in the current
trade, the loss could exceed the specified value by an amount equal to
the stop loss plus commission. This feature is provided for advanced
traders and must be used with great care. Novice traders should not
change the default values.
Note: We have recently provided inputs to help the trader control the
days of the week when ECLIPSE should trade.
The default parameters for Monday to Friday have been set to True.
To switch off any day, simple change True to False.

FORMAT SYMBOL - for Back Testing
Symbol = @ES.D
Interval = 15 minutes.
FORMAT SYMBOL - for Live Trading
Symbol=@ESxYY.D
x= H (Mar), M (Jun), U (Sep), Z (Dec)
YY= year.
Example: @ESZ17.D for ES contract expiring in Dec 2017
DATA RANGE
About 50 Days
DISPLAY
Time Zone = Exchange
Important: The automatic exit will only work correctly if this system is
set to Exchange Time in Chicago. The exit time selected must be in sync
with the time interval (bar size) chosen for the trading.

PROPERTIES FOR ALL
Commission = $2.50 per Trade
Position Slippage = $0 per Trade*
Initial Capital = $5,000 per e-mini contract
Account Size = $10,000 per e-mini contract
Max number of bars study will reference = 50
* ECLIPSE's entry and exit orders are placed at limit prices. The only slippage that occurs is when stopped out or when the system exits at the
end of the day. This slippage will vary between systems and between traders due to a variety of factors such as the type of order, the speed of
your machine, the version of your trading platform, the bandwidth and latency of the network between your machine and the Exchange, your
place in the order queue, the volume on the opposite side of the trade, the speed of the market at that time, and the delay setting used to convert an
unfilled limit order to a market order. All this requires fine-tuning on your part. ECLIPSE cannot automatically optimize any of this.
There are other factors, but the most important one to be aware of is this; in simulation trading, TradeStation judiciously records a trade as filled
the moment the price is touched. In real life one may or may not get filled at that value. These trades are easy to recognize. They happen at the
tops and bottoms of bars. The smaller the bar size used, the more of such occurrences. Naturally there will be a deviation in the overall
performance of simulated trades versus real trades. The simulation will generally have a higher performance.
Different traders suffer different amounts of slippage. The average slippage varies from period to period - month to month, quarter to quarter, and
year to year. The number of trades of course has an impact too. If your target is small, you will be taking more trades.
If you continue to suffer excessive slippage, you should consider using a Virtual Private Server (VPS)

SET UP FOR AUTOMATION - Using one @ES system in one
Futures account
To automate ECLIPSE change the chart symbol to the current contract.
The amount of data required for trading need not be more than 50 days.
Next go to Format Strategies>Properties for all>Automation
Check the second Radio Button and the second and third small square
boxes beneath it.
Check both the small squares under Stop Orders
Click OK

Check box for Generate strategy order for display in TradeManager's...
Check Automate execution using ...
Select your futures account number
Select account with confirmation Off
Close the window
Click File>New>Window
Select TradeManager
Or select TradeManager from your side bar
The setup is now complete

Please trade at your own risk!

SET UP FOR AUTOMATION- Using more than one @ES system
in one Futures account
To automate ECLIPSE change the chart symbol to the current contract.
The amount of data required for trading need not be more than 50 days.
Next go to Format Strategies>Properties for all>Automation
Check the first Radio Button and the three small square boxes beneath it.
Check both the small squares under Stop Orders
Click OK

Check box for Generate strategy order for display in TradeManager's...
Check Automate execution using ...
Select your futures account number
Select account with confirmation Off
Close the window
Click File>New>Window
Select TradeManager
Or select TradeManager from your side bar
The setup is now complete

Please trade at your own risk!

DEVELOPER PROFILE
With a background in aerospace and artificial intelligence, the developer
is a former trader with a major British financial institution. He has over
25 years of system development experience. However, past successes
cannot guarantee the future. Caveat Emptor!
DISCLOSURE
The developer's main source of income is from trading, and may trade
one or more of his systems for his own account.

DISCLAIMER
All information in this document is for educational purposes only and
nothing here should be considered personalized financial or investment
advice. It is not to encourage you to follow our lead. If you follow our
lead, you do so at your own risk. In any case you should only trade in a
simulation account, or with funds you can afford to lose. Futures trading
is not appropriate for all traders. There is a substantial risk of loss
associated with trading these markets. Losses can and will occur. No
system or methodology has ever been developed that can ensure returns
or prevent losses. No representation or implication is being made that
using the systems or signals described in this document will generate
returns or ensure against losses. We do not and cannot give individual
investment advice. We do not and cannot manage funds. We are simply
developers of trading systems mainly for our own use. Please note that
since we trade for a living, we may have open trades in any one of our
systems. We do not recommend or endorse any brokers, dealers, or
advisors. Any brokers mentioned constitute a partial list of available
brokers and is for your information only. Thank you for being on our
list. To opt-out just let us know.

U.S. Government Required Disclaimer - Commodity Futures Trading
Commission Futures and Options trading has large potential rewards,
but also large potential risk. You must be aware of the risks and be
willing to accept them in order to invest in the futures and options
markets. Don't trade with money you can't afford to lose. This is neither
a solicitation nor an offer to Buy/Sell futures or options. No
representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve
profits or losses similar to those discussed on this web site. The past
performance of any trading system or methodology is not necessarily
indicative of future results.
CFTC RULE 4.41 - HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED
PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN INHERENT
LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD,
SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL
TRADING. ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT BEEN
EXECUTED, THE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER-OR-OVER
COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN
MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY.
SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL ARE ALSO
SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH THE
BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING
MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE
PROFIT OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN.
SP500Timer is owned by Oceanic International. SP500Timer.com is an
educational portal for professional traders, sophisticated private
investors, and hedge-funds. It is not an investment advisory service, or a
registered investment advisor, or broker-dealer. With backgrounds in
trading, finance, computer science, telecommunications, aerospace
engineering, and artificial intelligence, the dedicated researchers at
SP500Timer have been developing forecasting models for international
financial institutions for over 25 years. While information contained
herein is believed to be accurate at the time of publication, we make no
representation as to the accuracy or completeness of any data, statistics,

studies or opinions expressed and it should not be relied upon as such.
Oceanic International, its employees, owners, and subsidiaries may have
positions in the markets mentioned. Neither Oceanic International nor
any of its officers or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any
direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this document. ©
1991 - 2013- All Rights Reserved. For personal use only. Duplication
and distribution in any media or format is strictly prohibited. Oceanic
International. www.SP500timer.com Email: starzun [at] aol [dot] com

